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Qy Tim Pauling
suit against the Native American Program in the .College of
Engineering (NAPCOE) is being withheld until the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission completes a study of the program.
Former NAPCOE Director Glen Paquin said he is withholding his
suit un·til he c.an see if his suspicions concerning the misuse of funds
from a grant by the Sloan Foundation are verified by the Commission's report. Paquin also charged the program and the College of
Engineering with discrimination because of the manner in which he
was dismissed.
Alex Mercure, vice-president of regional and community affairs,
has been asked by President William Davis to form a committee to
look into the allegations and see if any improvements can be made in
the. program, 1'4ercure said the committee is not established yet. He is
trymg to get someone from the Navajo Office of Education to be on
the committee,
·.
,
· Paquin said he has not endorsed Mercure's committee
because he feels that certain
members of the committee have
conflicts of interest. •
~

•·

A Swim for T.hose Who Can't
f.ifty-five swimmers raised $1500 for research in muscular dystrophy·
·Saturday ia, the swim-a-thon sponsored by the Kappa Alpha Fraternity at
·the UNM Olympic-size pool. Businesses pledged money for eaqh of the ten
· laps swum· by the students.
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Fired
Teaching Assistant Appeals.
.

ByJoLopez
Faculty Handbook.
Walt Williams, the freshman English teach'ing
Williams and his counsel, Patrick Ford, would
assistant that was fired on April 6, has filed an apnot make further comment on the appeal fearing
peal for his dismissal.
.
anything.said may prejudice the case.
Williams' appeal is before three of the five
Members o{ the. GraduatP Committee which had
University administrators allowed for such an ap,recommended that WiUiams' contract be renewed·
peal. The three are Chester Travelstead, vice-. for· next year have shown some sentiments over
president of Academic Affairs; Bernard Spolsky,
the Way the case was handled, said David Jones,
chairman of the committee. He said there are
Dean of the Graduate School: and William Davis~
questions of the difference between reasons for
'~ PresidentofUNM.
'i. Williams said he wanted to ·take the appeal out
dismissal and suspension of an instructor.
The English Department Policy Committee is
of the English department and the College of Arts
looking into the internal process of dismissal of an
and Sciences. For this reason he did not. file an appeal with Joe Zavadil, chairman of th·e English · instructor. Zavadil said the section in the faculty
handbook which deals with this issue is "broad and
Department, or Nathaniel Wollman, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, the two other ad- . general and doesn't provide guidance ·for inministrators responsible for such appeals.
dividual department cases.''
Zavadil said the Williams dismissal "initiated"
The five administrators are mentione•l in a
questioning of present procedures, but there was
paragraph of "Academic Freedom of Graduate,
no specific cases being discussed.
Teachin_g, Research and Special Assistant?" in the.

.

Paquin said the program's'
original brochure was misleading
, in that it indicated that money
would be available to the students from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Paquin said the BIA never
made a commitment for any funds.
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Freedom~

Dnnllerrera

ln the system of tenure approval
at UNM, Chester Travelstead,
.vice-president for academic af..
fairs, is one of the final judges. He
has strong feelings both pro and
cofi on the subject.
·
"Academic freedom and tenure
lias made it more difficult in the
institution's. right to terminate. It

\
i ....

'
;·

Paquin charged that the funds were used to pay the salaries of
other ·people in engineering's Special Programs. Minority and
cooperative educa,tion are all handled under.Special Programs.
· Acting~ Director for NAPCOE, Carol Metcalf, said Special
Program's bookkeeper Mary WeJis' salary was paid out of NAPCOE
funds but said this is taken completely out of context. NAPCOE cannot be separated from Special Programs, she said.
Metcalf said that while the bookkeeper's salary came out of NAPCOE funds, they saved money in other areas. The salary of NAPCOE's ~ecretary, Susan Donaldson, is paid for by federal funds under
the Fe dural Training Program.
Dr. Francis Wessling, ·who resigned as academic administrator in
early January, said he didn't know what Paquin was talking about.
Whan said, "In every review by the Sloan Foundation they liked
what we were doing." There is. a clause in the grant that says: "Grantee agrees to maintain a systematic record of payment and receipts in
the grant and disbursement of funds and expenditures under the ter-

Janet Roebuck

'

;
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~
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A three-year, $330,700 grant
from the Sloan Foundation was
intended for administrative purposes and not for tutoring,
although the program's academic
administrator, Glen Whan, said
20 to 25 per cent of the money is
used for tutoring.

Tenure is 'Protec.tor of Academic
By ~lando Medina
wrote.
Editor's note: This article is
Tenure is a guaranteed teaching
the second in a series of three.
position after a probationary
The guardian angel of university
period at the university or college.
and college employees is academic
During the probation, the in-_
freedom. Academic freedom, as it
structor is usually evaluated in the
is defined by the American
areas of teaching, scholarship
Association
of
University
~(research and publication) and
Professors (AAUP) and by several
some type of service in the
UNM faculty members and aduniversity or community.
At UNM, when tenure is cofitninistrators, is a civil and moral
right derived from the U.S. Considered, the candidate is evaluated
and voted upon by the tenured
stitution expanding on the freedom
of speech and expression.
. members of his department. This·
Beginning in 1915, until the
recommendation then goes to the
formulation · Qf a solid policy
chairperson of the department who
sends his or her recommendation
statement in .1940, the AAUP
to the dean of the college. The dean
definition of academic freedom has
been the basis for many univerin turn submits his recomsities and colleges in establishi.ng
mendation to the academic viceLohophoto
president. The academic .vice·
academic freedom. However, in its
1940 policy, the AAUP included
Cheste' Travelstead
.president has the final. say in the
another term which it felt was · Freedom and Tenure" a handbook matter but consults with the
directly linked, to academlc ofthe AAUP).
Unfversity · president be(ore
"This one advantage-really the recommending tenure or terfreedom-academic tenure.
·
Academic tenure or as some only justification for the system of rnination to the Regents.
have labeled it, job seeurity, was academic tenure- lies in the social
There is a complex system of
haited as a protector of academic products of academic freedom, ·.a appeal but the two main rout~ lie
freedom by Fritz Mac:hlup in his freedom whichJn many situl!fiot)S .. ·with the .Academic· Freedom artd
essay, urn Defense of Academic can be guaranteed only .bY 'the- ·~enure Comrnitt.ee (AFTC> or the
Tenur.e" (printed in · "Academic instrument of tenure. v ·· M~chlu ·~ :~g~Us4tlem$elves·.
.· .

\
~\

involves judgment and arbitration.
I'm not saying this is bad l)ecause
in many instances it has proven
good," Travelstead said.
Travelstead explained that
academic freedom and tenure are
important because it prevents any
university president, regent body
or governin~ force from "ar. bitrarily lowering the axe except
for documented evidence."
"According to policy; there is a
specific role to be played at this
desk '(vic~-president for academic
affairs), This role is a critical role
in the stages of tenure approval t
the extent of a supportive yes or no.
Although I gerteraUy respect thos
tenure t•ecommendations ·given
me, this office should not become a
rubber stamp," Travelstead said.
Travelstead said his tenur
reviews are not arbitrary and tlia
if h'e has any questions concernin
a tenure recommendation he wil
consult with the dean or chairma
of the department.
Janet Roebuck, associat
professor of history al)d chairwoman of the . AFTC. sair".
t<:nnlir!Ut•d un pagl' I:J
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FINAL THOUGHTS
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April 27

'fliis is Che time of the semester when idle
pastimes become compulsions ·· anything to
avoid finishing a term paper, It's a time of
pushing your mind and body more tha,n you
should •· caffeine, nicotine and bemr.odrine. It's
a time for taking the short cut ·· cheating. U's
a time ·for giving up on yourself.
Since it is this kind of time for many, let's resolve to lift
our eyes and speak to each other.
If everyone smiled and said hello on your way to the lib·
rary, you might find yourself smiling at the card catalogue.
Our smiles are reminders thai:" we can cope!
.
"Bear one another's burdens, and so fulfill the Jaw of
Christ." (Galatians 6:2)
'toland McGregor, Campus Minister
Uoiled Minislery Center
1801 l.as l.omafl, N,t~ ... Phon~: 241.(}497
(('hapel tomorrow, 12:30·1 ;0())

FRYE BOOTS
BOOTMAK(RS SINCE 186J

25%
Off
-this week
only!

KUNM-FM
"
. .
Moving To
Onate Hal-l
KUNM, t)le campus-based radio
station, will move all of its
equipment, except for the main
control, from the SUB basement to
its future location in Onate Hall
today.
Station Manager Paul Mansfield
had originally planned to com·
pletely move to Onate's third floor
today. However, !lbout 7 p.m.
yesterday Mansfield said the· main
control will be moved later,
possibly next week.
Mansfield said KUNM will not
have to go off the air today, and.
will not go off the air until the
console is finished in. Onate Hall.
He also said he hopes they can stay
in the SUB until the Sandia Crest
broadcast-tower installation is
completed.
KUNM may have to wait as long
as two months to broadcast statewide from the Crest tower.
"Basically we're moving from
the SUB because we've had
bulldozers at our . doors," Mansfield said.
New Mexico
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Ex-Monk Tried For Killing 9

'i

;

went on trial Monday charged with killing- 9 aged clinic 'patients
by willfully administering overdoses of insulin.
in statements to police, Frans Hooijmaijers sa'id that as ehief
. nurse of the Luckerheide Clinic he gave overdoses of insplin and
other drugs to 15 patients in a period of one and a half years "to
end their sufferings,"
Public prosecutor Jan Booster charged the defendant, who was
known in the clinic as "Fat Frans," with nine counts of murder.
Hooijmaijers, who was popular with the patients, was also
ch~rged with practicing medicine without qualification.

Portuguese Oust Communists

post office is the clerks. Although
each clerk is trained in all facets of
the operation, problems arise when
they are sick or on vacation.
"We have a lot of sick leave,"
Walley said. "Some days we have
only four people working."
Walley, who has• been with the
UNMPO sixteen years, supervises ·
full·time clerks and two part-time
students.
The mail is also held up oc·
casionally when a clerk sends the
check to pay for the meter machine
to the U.S. Postmaster instead of
taking it in person.
"We can't go get our money on
the machine unless we have the
check with us," he said. "This has
happened several times."
Another setback is that Walley
has to pick up incoming mail for
the University from the Federal
Post Office on Cornell Drive each

..

pol

UN M Plays Post Office

By Sandi Bickel
The UNM Post Office (UNMPO)
processes $34,000 worth of
correspondence each month, said
John A. Walley, superintendant of
the University post office.
"Most complaints I get are
people saying they didn't get
correspondence, usually because it
hasn't left the sender's desk to be
delivered," Walley said.
Another complaint is late mail.
A UNM dean said, "As far as I'm
concerned the only problem is the
mail is one day late. If
cort·espondence is not sent to my
office by 11 a.m., it won't be
delivered· for almost 24 hours,''
There are a number of reasons
why letters are late, and not all are
the fault of the UNMPO. For in·
stance, the letter may have been
addressed incorrectly or not at alL
The major problem within the

Press International

.
.
MAASTRICHT, The Netherlands-A 40-year-.old former monk
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morning at 7:30a.m.
:::
"It costs us two hours of our time ;s:
to pick up mail that the U,S. Post ('1)
;.<
Office should drop by for us," he .....
0
said. The UNMPO picks up the ""
tj
mail to save the University money pol
.....
and to speed up mail deliveries.
otherwise, the mail wouldn't gel to <..::
t""
the University until noon.
0

0"
0

'l'he mail is separated and the
first run of mail is brought in,
sorted and put in the t•espective
boxes for the departments every
monrning by 9:20 p.m. The latest
incoming mail is accepted at 4 p.m.
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There are five different routes pn
campus. Three are covered in the
morning, and two in the afternoon
with an additional stop at ·the
Administration building which
handles two-thirds of the campus
mail.

''

Classical guitarist, Gl~n McFarland, to pla.y
Wcdn<!sday night at Cellar,

LISBON, Portugal-Portuguese voters, apparently fed up with
two years of economic and social chaos that took them to the
brink of civil war, rejected political extremes Sunday in the country's first free parliamentary election in 50 years, returns showed
Monday.
Political observers said the results spelled the likely disap·
pearance of the Communists from the government since the over·
whelming vote was for political parties that promise reform but
reject radical change. The results also appeared to assure Portugal's continued membership in NATO.
Gains by conservatives and the Communists stymied Socialist
Party hopes of a clear mandate to rule the country and left unsettled how a new government would be formed.
With 97 per cent of the votes in from Sunday's election, the
Socialists were the top party with 35.2 per cent of ballots cast,
short of the 42 per cent they needed to gain a majority of
legislators under Portugal"s complicated proportional system
and rule without a coalition.

NMPIRG mccting Wed;, AI•ril 28, 7 p.m., rm.
231B,SUB.

Student~ Self-Awareness Group discussion
Wed., April 28, 8 p.m., rm, 23l·A, SUB, Will

discuss alcohol abuse.
, Increase your awarcnes~ or problt>ms (}(
disabled students. Wheelchair experienc(!
discussion, and spcnkcrs; Wed., AJtril 28, tO n.m.:
rm. 250A, SUB,

Co!loquium, "lliddl'n Angelsr"' prcsl;!nted by Joe
Marlmcz, Wecl., 9;~0 a.m .. rm. 224, l!;d, Foun·
clatlonsllldg.
AlbiH[UCrC!Ut> Uoytolt CommHlctt m~cting
1'.ue.s., Aprii27.B Jl.m.l ChkantJ Studie5 Bldg. Will
d1scus5 oon·Unlt(!d Jo"'armwMkers Llllion products.

Joan Saks Berm:m, c01ndidate (or acting coor·
din:ttor of Women Studies, to speak Wed., AJrril
28, 11:30 n:m., r.m. 231,
Jnformal meeting,
Wed., Apral 28, 2:40 p.m., rm, 324, lfLirnaniUcs

_sun.

Bldg,

Tile cellar presents Dave Hyatt, classical
guitarist, Tuesday night.

of the University year nnd weekly during tht•

men's

• summer

~cssiiln

by the Rurtrd of StudPnl

Publi.:ations f1f the University of New M~::"xlco,
and is not rlnancially,assodated with UNM.

Soviet Union Outspies U.S.

Second class postagt paid at Albuquerque-,

·shop

Ne~· Mexico 87131, Subs~riptlon rate is
110.00 for the aradt•1nie year. '"

Thl' opimons t•xpn•ssed on the t!ditorial

pagt•s of Tht> Uaily l.oho are those nf the

author solt•ly,

Un:sl~m·d

oplninn is that of the

'•dilurh•l ht•ard or 1'he Daily Loho. Nothing

2120 Central SE

P-rinl(od in_ The

243·6954

Daily I.obo nl'ccssarily

'i~:prt•st•nts the Jicw.s uflht• ttniversilv or New
.MrXIt'O.

•

Coed 8c Well Fed
Avoid the three ''C''s

WASHINGTON-Agents of the So~iet KGB and GRU and
their Communist allies are increasing their forces and carrying
out "extensive and relentless" activities against the United
States, a Senate report said.
U.S. counterintelligence efforts, on the other hand often are
uncoordinated, undermanned and ill-trained, found the report
released Monday by the Senate Intelligence Committee.
~eparate studies on Soviet espionage operations against the
Umted States and on CIA-FBI countermeasures were contained
in the report.
.
Combined they give a picture of increasing Soviet strength and
fragmented U.S. response in the "Silent War" between the adversaries.

Cooking -- Cleaning -- Commuting
•.

l

1

Greyhound announces
The All-American Ameripass_.

=~
travel for
r'
J

The College Inn is coed in both

'I.

buildings, all floors.

'.,

This fall you can leave· your car
no gas, no commuting, walk to class.

<i

+
•''

;i

.1
d

All the food you can eat no worry
about food prices we do the shopping

.I

~:md

the dishes.
Maid service -- linens -- we do the ·cleaning
and make the bed.
Rates are very competitive with apartments
and UNM dorms. Come by and look us over and
make your" summer and fall ?6 reservations now.·

243-2881

Inn

Sleening bags, Tents, Backpacks, Boots,
·cooking Equipment, Clothing --If Yon Xeed It In The ·wilderness,
~lo•rntaius & Rive•·s- has it.
Did You Know \Ve Xo"T Stock
Lightweight Fishing Gear For Backpacking'?

303 Ash

St., N.E.

99"'
5-7

FromS-9
Ali Tequila
'Mixes75°
Shots50°
99c pitchers
~·again from 9·10
Hot Dogs Served
Throughout! 35 01

OKIE'S

1720 Central SE

I
I

I

>t
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•

Now. only $76 buys I days o1 unl~trutccf tt,Jv~1 1
<lll over Amcru•J. Canada- too
Out All· ArtHmtan AnH!np<.lSS 1s for cvcrybr1dy.
YountJ folks nldcr folks. Job seekers. pleasure

scekets.
Wtt11 the 7 tlay. AH-AmerrtiH1 Amerrpa<ts. you

can go Where you w.Jt'lt. rn state anti oul Only
Greyhound serves 48 states. Travel everywhere

'

and around. Take srde tnps:. Bo a real, free spmt

'I

tlav of the week. Stop over where vou lrke.

:I

You cat1 leave when you 1tke, any day. every
And you don't have to pay for your ,
AmEmpass UtHll you·re ready

AII~Amencar'l

MOUNTAINS

t(J fit' Or 5how us .-my r r..:dcnh ,J., to enJOY
thr~ t}tr?.Clt value

Now there arc 4 t)feut Amenp.rss.es
Good thmgs come m ft~urs. Tt~ere·s yet anothPt
new Amr.npass_ 15 d;wo; unlrm,ted 1t:lvel. fflt

-t~nd--

You·nqet speer aI drscom•is on hotelo;,
meJis.srcthfsce:nlg wrth every Amenpass- too.

~125.

RIVERS

Wlmlhc• vou pay S76. S125. $175 rur oM
month, or S250 for two montl\s
Get n1 touch wrth us today about !he

All Amencan Atnonpas~.

301 Marqueffe Ave NW
243·4435

Greyhound.

Hours: :Monday thtu Friday 10 - 6, Saturday: 10 · 5

More than ever, we're in touch with America.

Just East of Yale on Central
2210 Central S.E.
268-4876
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Women in Servi'ce.

'You THINK I ENJOY ·BEING AN IMR?rtNr FAT CAT?H
L e tter
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Barrier-Free Architecture Must Increase
Editor:
In this country today, it is
.estimated that one out of 10
persons has limited mobility due
to a temporary or a permanent

physical handicap. It is for this
reason that barrier-free architecture must receive more .
consideration than ever before.
Like so many practicing ar-

Poetry Faces Second Vote
.

~~~

chitects, educators and others, I
feel that the handicapped are
being thought of more and
more as a classification of
citizens whose civil rights are
being abridged by the presence
of architectural barriers. What
so many unhandicapped individuals lose sight· 9f .is that
handicapped people must be
able to live as wide and rich a
life as any other citizen, with
total freedom of choice as to
where they wish to work, play,
study and live; and that no manmade negligence must be
allowed to prevent this.
To be handicapped is difficult
enough. To be further handicapped by architectural
barriers only complicates the
problem.
George M. Coston

On Wednesday during the special run-off election, the ASUNMGSAPoetry Series will face a second vote on its budget. The count
and recount of the first vote was very close. We would like to
remind all those who support the Poetry Series to vote.
The Poetry Series has always tried to present a culturally varied
program, but one that presents the best contemporary writers,
established or non-established, local or national. No money goes to
salaries and the series is one of few campus activities that has
remained free. In the face of many organizations raising their
budget requests, Poetry Series funding has remained relatively
constant. We have always felt that less than one per cent of the
total ASUNM budget is not too much to keep UNM students in
touch with contemporary literature and culture.
So those of you who have enjoyed our happenings in the past
and those who are unsure, but may in the future wish to learn more
about contemporary writing, please vote for the Poetry Series
budget. Give us all a chance to educate ourselves.
Jim Ruppert, Terry Boren
Co-directors ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series EdiLOr:
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 i
I apologize for my gaffe in my
ASA Gallery review of saying
that Nancy Gass' Untitled Artist's proof was an unfinished
work. It was called to my at:
tention that I was wrong -an
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
artist's. proof is actually an
Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be overage on the edition, in case
no longer than 250 words any of the edition does not turn
An open letter to the Panhellenic
typewritten and doubte spaced. ' out, but it is a legitimate work.
I had confused artist's proof
Council:
Sender's name, address and
We at AGORA would like to ex· phone number must be included with trial proofs, which are a
press our deep appreciation to the
with the letter or it will not be sort of dry run for the prints. I
Panhellenic Council for the money considered
for publication. must thank Mr. Wyman for
they donated to us for new chairs. Names wHI be withheld only by calling the mistake to my atWe realize the hard work and effort agreement with the editor, in
tention, and Mr. John Somthat was necessary to raise this person.
mers, Technical Director of the
.much-needed money, and would
If a letter is from
group
Tamarind
Institute, for setting
like to thank you.
please include a name, phon~
•
Dodi Kelleher, Student Director . number and address of a group me straight.
Nancy
Galloway
member.
AG05!A

By Bill Heitman
Federal law now prohibits the assignment of women t6 combat duties in
the U.S. military. This prohibition is shared by no other minority. "Shall
women have equality or only 'good careers' in the military?" is something
of an ultimate question for the women's rights movement.
In my opinion, democracies should raise an armed force only to have a
controlled arm of government capable of combat. Beyond that, the taxpayers are furnishing careers (highly touted by recruiters) without buying
anything usable. Military pay is good (particularly for officers) and salaries
this year will roughly equal what is spend on development of expensive
equipment- B-1, Trident, etc. There exist arguments for less willingness
to use the military, for better control over the military, and perhaps even
for a smaller military- but these are separate topics. I think it reasonable
that we should insure the military we do have is capable in combat.
The services originally organized women as auxiliaries to free more men
to fight. ·with the introduction of women cadets at the service academies
(Air Force Academy, West Point, Annapolis), they have now attined the
status of privileged auxiliaries. Equality is not served by introducing,
through these academies, a class of professional officers which can not be
either required or permitted assignment for the major task of the armed
forces. Economy and efficiency are not served (unless we really need more
"desk military" and fewer "grass military") when each female cadet occupies a position-which excludes a man who could perform combat duty.
Soviet women fighter pilots and snipers operated impressively in WWII
using rather crude aircraft and heavy rifles. "Equalizers" have proliferated
and become much easier to handle since Col. Colt's sixgun (which
equalized big men and small men). Even the standard infantry weapon has
gone from a 9 Vz pound armbreaker to a plastic "tinkertoy'' -the Armalite
M-16. While very real capability problems may remain to be worked out
(like pregnancy-just now I do not consider it tacetious to say that most
pregnant soldiers are probably no match for nonpregnant soldiers in battle), we have indeed come a long way. The question of who will see combat has become very much less dependent on who is capable and very
much more on whom society deems too precious to be exposed to fire. ,
It is important to realize not only that these new cadets are women, but
also that they will graduate into professional military officers whose
education will have cost over $50,000. Until society is willing to permit and
require women to follow Molly Pitcher's example, women in the service
academies will be superfluous tokens and an unnecessary military expense.
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11:40 BRUCKNER, Symphony no.3
1:00 WEILL, Suite from The Three Penny Opera
1:30 CHOPIN, Piano Trio in G mipor
2:00 FRANCK, Symphony in D minor
2:40 Elegies for Piano ·
3:30 REQUESTS

May2

z

<IS

~

10:00 BIZET, Symphony in C major
"' 10:30 SHOSTAKOVICH, Sonata for violin and
P.. piano
11:00 VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, Violin Concerto in
D minor
11:50 CHOPIN, Bacarole
12:00
NHMSO
BROADCAST-BERLIOZ,
Requiem
1:30 SAINT-SAENS, Piano Concerto in G sharp
minor
1:55 RAVEL, Pavane for a dead Princess
2:00 BARTOK, Several violin duos, Violin Rhapsody no,1
2:30 DVORAK, Piano Concerto
3:15 MAHLER, Songs of a Wayfarer
3:30 REQUESTS

May23
10:00 MOZART, "Kyrie" and "Ave Verum Corpus"
.10:15 CLARA SCHUMANN, Piano Concerto no.1
10:36 MENDELSSOHN, Sextet in D major
11:00 DEBUSSY, Danses, Sacree et Profane
11:10 REGER, String Quartet in A majo;
11:35 PROKOFIEV, Symphony no.6
12:15 Radio Nederland: The Baroque in Holland
12:45 VIVALDI, "L'amoroso" Concerto, "Alia
rustica" Concerto
.
1:00 BEETHOVEN, Fidelio, an opera in 2 acts
3:00 Various Dances and Instrumental Pieces from
the 17th Century
·
3:30 REQUESTS

May9
10:00 BACH, Brandenburg Concerto no.5
10:21 BOCCHERINI, Quintet no.7 in E minor
10:50 Selections from the music· of William Byrd
11:00 VIVALDI, The Four Seasons
11:41 RAMEAU. Harpsichord Suite in G major
12:00 DLUGORAI, 8 pieces for lute solo
12:15 GRANADOS, Danzas Espanolas no.5
12:19 NIN-CULMEL, Six variations on a theme by
Milan
12:25 FUENLLANCE, Orphenic lyra for Vihuela
12:47 Selections from Andalusian Tonadas
1:00 DIABELLI, Sonata in A major
1:18 BOCCHERINI, Introduction and Fandango
for Harpsichord and Guitar
1:25 BLEY, Three-quarters
2:00 BACH, French Suite no.5
2:15 HANDEL, Ode to St. Cecilia
3:00 SCHUBERT, Symphony no.S
3:30 REQUESTS

SPECIAL
THANKS

'•

May 16
10:00 MACHA ULT, Two motets,
10:10 BEETHOVEN, Piano Sonata no.4, Three folk
songs
· 10:40 From the Queen. Elizabeth Piano Com·
petition 1975, Mozart, Piano Concerto. no.21,
Schumann, Piano Sonata in ~sharp minor

KUNM, in coooperation with the Bugger City
Poverty Players and the UNM English Department, is
presenting a series on modern poetry. These
programs are scheduled for the last Thursday of every
month at 8 pm. These shows are made possible by a
grant from the Living Batch Bookstore.

to the
LIVING
BATCH

MAY 27: e.e.cummings
One of the truly revolutionary poets of the twentieth
century. A romantic iconoclast, he became known for
the syntactic and linguistic idiosyncracies of his
poems. The program will include selections from his
poems, plays and lectures as well as a biographical
portrait of the poet.

Bookstore
whose contributions made
Poetry Series possible.

May30

the

Spring

JUNE24: WILliAMS CARLOS WILLIAMS
Possibly the great!')st influence to emerge from the
generation that included Pound, Eliot, Stevens, cummings and Frost. Unique in his closeness tO the center
of American life, he wanted to find a style that would
reflect the rhythm of the American speech and life
style.
·

10:00 HAYDN, Organ Concerto in D major for
Trumpet
.
10:25 HERTEL, Concerto in D major for Trumpet
10:40 TELEMANN, Concerto for 3 violins, and the
Trio for flutes, oboes and Basso Continuo
1i:20 BRAHMS, Piano Concerto no.2
12:10 RAVEL, Chants Populaires
12:20 VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, Fantasia on a
Theme by Thomas Tallis
12:36 RIMSKY-KORSAKOV, Scheherezade
1:25MARTINU, Symphony no.5
1:55 TCHAIKOVSKY, Hamlet
2:15 SCHUMANN, Cello Concerto
2:40 RAFF, Symphony no.5 "Leonore"
3:30 REQUESTS
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We need your help! And we·u
pay you with records (cause we
don't have the cash). Since the
flower children inhabited the earth
a few years back we've been
blessed-cursed with a station logo
which would make Peter Max
nauseous. But due to the lack of inhouse ART-EESTS ..•. we've had
to live with our flower power, likeit-or-not. So here's where your
<1ltruism comes in. Design us a
logo----one we can have reproduced
for use as a letterhead as well as
general promotional identification.
We'll pick the best entry and in
return give the designer 10
records----from the category of
their choice if possible.
In designing the logo, the
following requirements should be
considered:
1. Prominent and easy visual
. identification of the call letters
KUNM and the frequency 90.1;
2. Easy identification of the
above items from a distance (i.e.
on a car window or bumper);
3. Inclusion, secondarily, of our
address (University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87131) and phone number
(505) 277-4806. These items will be
in the printed letterhead
included
"I once was lost, but now I'm found, amazing KUNM personals. Thanks
but
deleted
for promotional
to the personals, my night-on-the-town came to an end before I wound up
use
....
so
their
deletion
should not
as· carpeting for University Blvd. We even picked up a ride to Cleveland
later, and when we had to drive to Austin, we found.a couple of riders to throw the design off balance;
4. Black and white design only,
share the cost, all, of course, through KUNM's personals. You guys are
preferably
in ink.
too much .... " Personal testimony from another satisfied listener. When
Submit
all
entries to me care of .
your dogs run free, or if you're looking for a ride to that far-away land,
KUNM,
3rd
floor
Onate Hall, UNM
tune in KUNM personals every Monday through Saturday, at 9:30am and
by
June
1---we'll
pick awinnter by
5:30pm. We announce rides offered only, lost pets, and give-away pets,
Paul Mansfiedl
too. If you have a personal you want to air--call us--really--at 177-4806 or the lSth.
277-4807.
Station Manager
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5 models•4 meters•multideck
recording dubbing-graphic equ·
0 ajizer·slide
controls-Original
·c:P Scund Realism-more watts for

~
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.,. dollar.

from $200
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1976JVC

MORE CASSETTE
FOR YOUR MONEY
If you thought Dolby was good
try Super ANRS·undistorted peaks
and no tape hiss-multipoint peak
indicators.

3011 Monte Vista NE· 255-1694

~~

Just east of Central &Girard, near UNM
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New from Hi·Fi House; the innovators, a brand new line with professional quality at
prices. Come in and see the full line-tuners, amplifiers, TV's, portable radio casseHes ...

MORE RECEIVER
FOR YOUR MONEY
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'VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY

1927 Victor
talking machine

....-b"'

from $200

MORE TURNTABLE
FOR YOUR MONEY
direc.t drive·fully automatic belt
drive-tracing hold tone arm·paral
lei lifter polnt·elegant new styling·
all with matching base and dust
cover.

from $129

COME IN - COMPARE PRICE AND
QUALITY TO OTHER BRANDS!
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R·51

SR·56

• Performs logcrflhms, trigonometrlcs, hyperbollcs, powers, roots, reciprocals, factorials, linear
linear regression, mean, variance and standard deviation •
. Feofures on algebraic keyboard wllh duol funcllon keys fhof Increase lhe power of file SR·51
without Increasing Its size.
-Three user accessible memories permit srorage, recall, sum, prodUct operalfons.
t:. Preprogrammed to provide 20 of1en used engineering conversfons.
- Roncfom number generator, automatic colcu1ollon or permutations. automatic percent Dnd
percent difference computation.
~
• User selected fixed or flooflng decimal polnf.
• Colculofes answers fo 13 slgnlllconf dlglls ond uses all 13 dlglfs In subsequenl colculoflons
tor maximum accuracy.
·Computes and displays answers as Iorge os 9.9999999999 x 'lOw and as small as I. • JO.b,
- Automatically Converts answers to sclenflflc notation whe!J calculated answer ts greater than
10 1 ~ or less than 10·1'.
• Feofures brlghi14-Choracter dlsplo~. 10 dlgll monHssowllh sign. 2 dlgH exponent wllh sign.
• True algebraic entry-up fo 9 levels or parentheses allows problems fo be entered - Display provides overflow, underfiOW1 error Indicators.
• Ughfwelghf. tully portable.
lhe some way fhoy ore normally wrlnen.
•
·20 Independent addressable memory registers-odd, subfroCf, multiply or divide • Rechargeable bDfferles or AC operoflon.
ony displayed quanNfy wlfh any memory register wllhouf aNecnng ~eyboord calcu- • Full year warranty.
• AC Adopter/Charger Included.
lollan In progress.
~
• 10 slgnhlconf dlglls-full lloollng polnf or selectable fixed polnf display wlfh a
scientific notation range from 10-~ to 10911
~ 23 preprogrommed kev functions-trigonometric and logarithmic func~ons, powers
ond rools, laclo~als, reciprocals, 3 conversions and pi available dlrecfly from the
keyboard.• 224 program storage locallons-placed In leam mode, colculolor will remember
up fa 224 calc~lallons steps ond numbers...fo be repeated on command.
• 10 user defined keys/72 user defined lables-whllo any portion or a program may
be called by on absolule address number. user defined keys and labels permll
quick ldenllllcallon ond cauouf ol any pertinent program segment desired.
• 10 diNerenf decision commands and 5 flogs-programs fo moke repellllve decl·
slons and branch to appropriate program segments aulomt:Jt/Cill!V Wllhout program
lnlenupllon•
• 2 seperole methods of Indirect addressing.
• 8 preprogrammed condlllon sfofemenrs.
- Permanent program storage on magnetic tluilf·ln magnetic cord unit !ilores up to
224 charoferisHcs on a single card
• Features brlghf 14 cnoracfer display • 10 dlglf monllssa. 2-dlgll exponent, 2 signs
~ Fully portobiHperotes on fast rechargeable banery pock or ACadoptertchorger

$119·

• Spoclally molded keys whoso symbols con never weor oN.
• seolod keyboard to minimize dust and moisture accumulation,
• Epoxj/llbergloss circuli board construcHon.
• Sclld·slole clrculfr Nllh high quollly compononrs.
~

10 doto·mem"', (eglsters

jutu~r

co·ntrollahlcl

.. User accos1ble test register.
• 100 locations In program memol'j.
• 23 proprogrammed funcllons such as lrlgonomeftlc ond logorllhmlc runcflons.
powtlrs and roots, reciprocals, conversions and staflstfcs.
- Dual function kays offer Increased computing power Without lncreoslng number
or kevs or colcutator size.
• Plenlly kom keyboard accurole fo 12 dlgHs.
• Prlnf cradleii'C·IOUI campollblllly.
• Full~ programmable wllh 3 uncondlllonol ond 4 conditional transfer lnsfrucllons
4 revels of subroutines. and 21oop contro11nstrucHons.
- Independent test register permits conditional lesfs to be performed of any point
In o routine.
.. Dual feature polise key permits outomotlc single step operation.

$159·

$395·

00
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You can get it all at:

The HP-251 Just $165~

( HOLMAN"S• INC.)

95

•

Think of the HP-25 as
an electronic slide rule
you can program completely. The reason: It
solves repetitive problems
easily and quickly.
Here's how. Switch to PROM.
Enter the keystrokes you need to solve
your problem once and then flip the PROM
switch to RUN.That's it.The only thing you
have to do for each iteration from then on is
enter your variables and press the R/S (Run!
Stop) key. It's that simple.
The result: Repetitive problems are no
longer a repetitive problem.
But that's only part of the HP-25 story.·
Here's more. You can add to, check or edit
your programs at will. You can also write onesecond interruptions into your program in

case you want to note intermediate answers.
And because the keycodes of all prefixed
functions are merged, the 49-step program
memory can actually store up to 147 keystrokes. (How's that for a memory capacity!)
What's more, you can store numbers in eight
data registers and perform 72 preprogrammed
functions and operations (logs, trig, mean
deviations, rectangular-polar conversions,
summations-you name it). Not to mention
RPN logic; fixed decimal, scientific and
engineering notation; and much, much more.
In fact, if you wanted to know all the
HP· 25 can do for you it would take a book.
Bu·t don't worry, we've already written one-·
125 pages-worth -just chock full of applications programs and problem solutions. Such
as Algebra and Number Theory, Numerical
Methods, Statistics-even Games. In detail.

And don't forget the best news. The
price. The HP-25 was an exceptional value at
$195. Right now it's an out-and-out bargain
at $165:'
The HP-25. There's never been a calculator with this kind of capabiliry at this kind
of a low price before, with HP's name on it.
And you know what that means. Design,
performance and a back up support system
you just can't get anywhere else.
The HP· 25 is almost cerr·ainly available
at your college bookstore. If not, call
800·538·7922. (In Calif. 800-662·9862)
toll-free to find out the name of your nearest
dealer,
HEWLETT

i:fJ

PACKARD

Dept. 658F, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014.
Sales and service from 172 offfces in 65 countries.
"'Suggested retail pti~c, excluding applicable state and local ra)resContinental U.S .• A1aska & Hawaii.
616/15

'

HOLMAN•&. INC.

BANKAMERICARD
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welcome here

401 Wyoming Blvd. N.E. • Albuquerque. New Mexico 871238-5:30 week days
Phone C505J 265-7981
Saturd~ys 8:30-4:30
. - *-'
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bulances, but we do try to give a comprehensive
round-up of all the major news events. With a
boost from UPI (and a little scotch), we serve up
the news hot, as it happens, with all the energy
only live radio news can bring into your home.
What makes KUNM news so different? We want
you to know what's going on in the world, which
perpetually changes, affecting even the secluded
Universityland, and ultimately affects you, dear
listener, right where you live. Give a damn and
'listen·to KUNM news, Monday through Friday:
Headlines at 8 a.m. and 3 p.m., news at 9 a.m., 1
p.m., and 5 p.m.
' UP/ NEWS, too, every Monday through
Friday, at 1, 7, 9, 11 a.m., and 1, 5 and 9 p.m. BE
THERE!
KUNM PERSONALS: We announce rides offered only, lost pets and found pets in the
Albuquerque area. You can hear KUNM personals at 9:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Monday
,
through Saturday.
ON THE COVER: Finely spun glass discs.- Our
jocks have that special touch, to Jet you hear
crystal-clkear music, flowing through vour radio,
enveloping your mind. What you hear is what
you don't see. Don't you see? Tune in that fine
line at 90.1-you'll fee/the difference!
COVER DRAWING: How to hold your
favorite record, a D.J.'s guide-by Dave
Nereson.
J.F. typed her fingers raw for this issue-no
thanks to some folks.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE to correspond with us,
or if you would ·like to have Zounds! mailed to
your home, drop us a line, anytime. We welcome
your comments and our address is:'
KUNM-FM 90.1
Onate Hall
University of New Mexico .
•, •, ,l,i,IQUQI,J~>r.que, Ne,wMex.ico.S7.l:!l.1..... " ......... ,
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Mayand June

LATIN AMERICAN REVIEW. Responding to the almost total lack of Latin scrutinizes the ett11cs of cost control in medical care. Focusing on the rapid rise in our
American news in U.S. broadcasting, this series is produced in association with the nation's health bill, he outlines some of the economic abuses in the practice of
internationally known University 'of Texas at Austin Institute of Latin American medicine. !PACIFICA)
Studies. The show will run as a series each Monday in May and June, and each show
MONDAY. MAY 24: LATIN AMERICAN REVIEW (LRNJ
will have two parts. Part One: fifteen minutes of news from the Latin American Press;
TUESDAY, MAY 25: WHAT'S NORMAL (LRN)
compiled, translated, and presented by experts. Part Two: in-depth analysis of Latin
WEDNESDAY, MAY 26: INTERSTATE BO... NEBRASKA 'S BICENTENNIAL
American public and cultural affairs, also presented and discussed by experts. (LAN)
PLANS 2920 miles of highway, pupctuated by avante garde sculpture. The a million
. TUESDAY, MAY 4: WHAT'S NORMAL? Another series of shows produced dollar Bicentennial project for Nebraska's portion of Interstate 80, described as "The
by Longhorn Radio !letwork of the U.T.-Austin campus. Each suow will explore World's Longest Sculptural Garden," is the center of current artistic controversy.
changing sexual life styles in our society, with the main thrust of the shows con- , Four of the ten artists involved discuss this work in progress, (PACIFICA)
cerning the society and homosexu~lity. (LRN)
MONDAY MAY 31: LATIN AMERICAN REVIEW (LRNJ
WEDNESDAY, MAY 5: KUNM presents an exclusive interview with the .flditor:
JUNE
of the National Lampoon, Chris Miller. (KUNM)
TUESDAY, JUNE 1: WHAT'S NORMAL? (LRNJ
THURSDAY, MAY 6: THE LIVING WILL Part of a series on "Ethics and
WEDNESDA .Y, JUNE 2: HOW TO READ DONALD DUCK, was written by two
Professions." This show presents Robert Veatch, Associate for Medical Ethics, ~razilian exiles and banned from the U.S. through Disney Studio pressure. Explained
Hastings Center. He examines medical decision-making surrounding death and dying is th~;J significance of Donald and other Hollywood cartoon characters as symbols of
and the implications associated with living wills. One of the major problems, insists the bourgeois American dream. Just as Coca-Cola's ad campaign persuades Latinos
Veatch, is that doctors treat patients as "third parties." (PACIFICA)
to give their children Coke instead of milk, the Disney comic books became a per·
MONDAY, MAY 10: LA TIN AMERICAN REVIEW (LRN)
suasive gringo cultural export to the Third World, with their message of frustrated
TUESDAY, MAY !1: WHAT'S NORMAL? (LRN)
consumerism. A fascinating examination of the role of pop culture in th~ Third World.
WEDNESDAY. MAY 12: HUNGRY FOR PROFITS Robert Ledogar's scholarly (PACIFICA)
indictment of trans-national corporate control of "free world" food production and
THURSDAY. JUNE 3: NOAM CHOMSKY ON THE MIDDLE EAST An
the rationing of food SUj?plies along economic, political and racial parameters. In this analysis of the Middle East crisis, based on official Israeli statements and predictions.
WBAI interview, the author-academic is critical of corporate reordering of right-wing Chomsky says perpetual military conflict is in store for that part of the world, unless
Latin America and the rest of the Third World by'the world food czars. (P.ACIFICA)
Israel returns to the 1967 borders and a two-state situation shared with Palestine. The
THURSDAY, MAY 13: KUNM presents Ishmael Reed, reading his own poetic ramifications of both alternatives and the possible consequences for the U.S. and the
works. (KUNMl
•
world are dealth with in Chomsky's speech. (PACIFICA)
MONDAY, MAY 17: LATIN AMERICAN REVIEW (LRN)
TUESDAY. MAy 1a: WHAT'S NORMAL? (LRN)
MONDAY, JUNE Z· LATIN AMERICAN REVIEW fLRNJ
WEDNESDAY. MAY 19: W.P.A. RADIO PROJECT: Help Yourself. During the
TUESDAY. JUNE 8: WHAT'S NORMAL? (LRNJ
last Great Depression, the WPA's Fede'ral Theater Project was the agit-propaganda
WEDNESDAY. JUNE 9: TALES OF BEATNIK GLORY An interview with exarm of New Deal efforts to "get this country back on its feet." In a New York Labor Fug, Ed Sanders, who reminisces about the good-old-days down on Washington
Theater re-creation, this hilarious social commentary exposes the uneasy love affair Square and Avenue D · The halycon days of the Total Assault Cantina, and a descripbetween business management and governmental control in the stock and job tion of the Fugs evolution. Even a reading of selections from Sander's latest book,
from which the program gets its name. (PACIFICA)
markets. !PACIFICA)
. THUR_SDA ~~ JUNE. 10: P_OTEf!!TIALL Y HAZARD~ US: being about exTHURSDAY, MAY 20: ETHICS OF COST CONTROL IN MEDICAL CARE
Many Americans today are vocally dissatisfied with the high cost of medical care, and per~ments mvolv!ng genetic .mampul.atlon. A~ expert .considers the ~rguments for
increasingly with the outcome, the latter fact attested to by an epidemic of rnalprac- · cal~mg a ~oraton~'!l on certain expenments With genet1cs, because their hazards outi<:ontinu•·•lnnpn 1w 121
tice suits. Clark C. Havinghurst, Professor of Law, Duke University Law School, weigh their benefiCial results. (PACIFICA)
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KUNM SPECIALTY SHO

MOVIDA LATINA is the expression of the
people-their
music,
Spanish-speaking
literature, history and ideas. Movida Latina is
Monday night at nine.
THE HOME OF HAP~Y FEET is the roots of
American music. Hear folk, bluegrass and country-western music on Tuesday night at nine.
HOME COO KIN' is tasty blues. Hot and hearty, just like you like it. Every other Wednesday
night at nine.
Let the Air Gang work on your radio when the
SOUL EXPRESS thunders into station KUNM
every other Wednesday'at nine p.m.
THE LIGHT THAT JAZZ LIT presents the
fiery sounds of non-mechanical music flowing.
Thursday night at nine.
ROCK AND ROLL is hard-driving rhythms to
awaken your body and quiet your mind. Friday at
nine.
HOT LIX is Kydd Mydatt spinning the tunes to
make you swoon. A cappella to Elvis, with Recs
and Deds, and chromium hubs. Low ridin' music
Saturday at 5 p.m.
SOMETHING CLASSIC is soothing melodic
forms from master composers. At 10 a.m. on
Sundays.
THE SINGING WIRE is the expression of the
Native American. The contemporary and
traditional view of the world by the people who
discovered America. Sunday at 5:30p.m.
WOMANTIME is for all women who feel they
struggle alone, and for all men who think they
know everything about women. Sunday at 8
p.rn.
~
THE HOUSE THAT JAZZ BUILT has no
frame, but lots of open windows to let the waves
in and out. Exciting jazz to blow the root off your
radio, Sunday at nine p.rn.
..,.- ...
SUPERNEWS: We at KUNM news feel that
all the. things which can happen in a day are too
1! im.P.nr:taot , to t let ~. e:Un, ~P.:Vtt.lWe.J. d.Qtt~t·....c.base..•
. .am. . . ."',.,.,..:r. .•:.J<.!.......... •J'..
·•·· .r....................... f!.,... ... .
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Hey Musicians!!
T APCO 6000 RCF Mixer
6 high or low Z mic inputs, each channel has sep·
erate volue, bass, treble, & effects controls, plus
many more features.

TAPCO 6000 CF Mixer
6 high or low z mic inputs, stacking outputs, 2 high
level outputs.

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
DIVISION SALE

List
$365.00
Our Price:

Cerwin Vega V -34
full range vocal system

$299· 95

300 watt handling capability (each box)· 50·20,000 Hz
1 - 15" inch woofer, 1- cast mid hom with mf-50
driver, 2 PZ - 1 tweeters. Dispersion 45V x 90H

$720· 00pr

.
Cerwi.n Vega L-48 Bass Bottom

List
$725.00
Our Price:

List
$224.00
Our Price:

List
$499.95ea
Our Price:

500 watts handling capability, special glass finish,
1 - 189FH 18" Woofer.

$499· 95

$185· 00
Byer Dynamic microphone
model XlHLfC)

List
$100.00
Our Price:

True hypercardioid characteristics, built-in "Hum·
back" filter, expanded frequency response (3020,000)

$85·95

Cerwin Vega B36-MF
300 watts RMS, 50-50,000 Hz, 1-189 CF, 18" Woofer,
w/12" midrange, midrange folded horn.

List
$579.00
Our Price:

$440· 00

T~~

294-5073
135 Winrock Center

DEN

cd-
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Lavada Has Guts
"Lavada"
Lavada June Roberts
PYEReoords

*

*

*

By Annette Griswold

Lavada June Roberts has guts. No
cowgirl in-the sand, this woman. Instead
Lavada is a midnight cowgirl caught in
the snares of New York and California,
and trying to sing her way out.
She breezes thro,\lgh her polyvinyl
stories without even singing. Her music is
really Lavada talking to herself (and answering), accompanied by piano.
But her twangy voice and cursory piano
playing are merely vehicles for her kinky
a weekly women's radio show. Every Sunday night from 89 p.m. we look at and listen to women--music, news, history, information,
poetry, anything. Past womantimes have featured: women in jazz, the
women's suffrage movement, Amelia Earhart, women in the arts, rape,
Olivia Records (a feminist recording company), feminist poet Alta and
women vs. science fiction. Future shows can include anything you might
suggest.
Which brings us to ... WOMANTIME NEEDS FEEDBACK· Let us know
what you think of what we're doing and what you'd like to hear on Womantime. 277-4806is the number and the address is: KUNM, Onate Hall, 87131.
MAY 2: V·R, LAING: A MEMORIAL-·
Wow! Charles Ruas, Susan Howe, Alison Laurie, John Ashberry, Robert
Merrill, Dee Wells, and even Mary Manning! All together on the same
show, honoring the late Violet "Bunny" ,Laing. There wi11 be some recordings of "Bunny" herself, which are of great historical value. (pACIFICA)
May 9: THE WORKS OF MERIDEL LE SEUR-Some thoughts and readings from the lady herself: possibly the first independent woman writer and thinker. (KUNM)
MAY 16: WOMEN AND BREAST CANCER··
Rose Kushner presents her findings on the 15 kinds of breast cancer and
a personal history of her experiences while undergoing a masectomy
operation. Also an interview with Kathy McAmally who talks about the
psychological attitudes toward breast loss, and how the problem is handled
in the U·S·S·R· !PACIFICA)

songs: songs about truckdrivers, lady
Clairols, ',~.jhir)yboys, suicidal lovers,
Texans, Rhinestone neighbors, an.d country girls.
The best tunes on the album are revam·
ped C & W, with piano played not honky·
tonky or swing, but played as an accompaniment to melodramas. The w·orst
songs are the serious ones, in which
Lavada delves into hef' own soul. But
these are thoughtfully spread out among
the rollicking belt-with·the-best-of-'em
songs.
Lavada June Roberts has guts. She
should be cast in the very next version of
"Annie Get Your Gun."

Public Affairs Cont'd.
!Continued rrom

pagt~lH

MONDAY, JUNE 14: LA TIN AMERICAN REVIEW (LRN)
TUESDAY, JUNE 15: WHAT'S NORMAL? (LRN)
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 16: KUNM presents Diane Wokoski reading her own brand
of poetry. (KUNMJ
THURSDAY, JUNE 17: THE ESKIMO MIND All about the Eskimo's culture as
reflected in their attitudes about life, death, the Creation, music and white people.
Even a section on ritual suicide among the elderly. (PACIFICA)
MONDAY, JUNE 21: LA TIN AMERICAN REVIEW (LRN) .
TUESDAY, JUNE 22: WHAT'S NORMAL? (LRN)
WEDNESDAY, ·JUNE 23: RETURN TO COLUMBIA No, it's not South America,
but Allen Ginsberg, reunited with beat writer William Burroughs. These two take a
nostalgic look at the fabulous early 60s, talk about their flirting with the dangers of the
U.S. Government, and even reveal the secret of how to be a Beatnik poet.
(PACIFICA)

Gondola

ounge

... Misuse ·of Money
ms of the grants."
''The misunderstanding is that Paquin had a completely different
view of what the money should be spent for," Whan said.. Paquin felt
the money should be used to hire Indians and turn the program into a
100 per cent Native American program, and Metcalf backs this up.
'l'here was never an agreement with the Sloan Foundation to have
the program run completely by Indians.
NAPCOE is the only program of its kind in the country. The purpose is to "greatly increase the number of Native Americans
graduating with Bachelor of Science degrees in engineering." As In·
dian students often lack the necessary technical and mathematical
background, students are allowed a three-year curri<:ulum to help
them through the first two years of engineering. The program"s
ultimate goal is to increase the number of experienced engineers who
can help tribal councils in technical matters and in the intelligent
development of natural resources located on Indian lands.
Metcalf said the ideal is to have the program run entirely by Indians but at the moment there are not enough qualified. Native
Amerjcans to do this,
Whan said, ''It became immediately apparent he (Paquin) wasn't inter,ested in the educational well·being of the students."
Metcalf said Paquin was not available to students in the program.
She said Paquin was enrolled f.ull-time in graduate school while he
was holding the directorship. Paquin kept assuring NAPCOE that he
had withdrawn, Metcalf said, but a telephone call verified he had not.
Paquin replied to charges that he applied for courses in graduate
school before he became NAPCOE director but withdrew once he
.
received his position.
Paquin said he never received in writing the charges asking for his
resignation so he could answer them. When he asked for them the
college refused, he said.
When contacted by the LOBO no one would be specific concerning
the charges. The reasons behind the dismissal appear to be that
Paquin lacked the necessary technical background, -that he was
unavailable to students and had different philosophical ideas con·
·cerning the program's goals.
Paquin·also said that while the College claimed he was on six·mont(J
probation at the time they asked for his resignation, he. had seen a
, document setting the probationary period at three months. When he
asked why the period had been changed, Paquin said he was told by
the administration that the document was internal and they didn't
·have-to abide-by it. Paquin wants to kl)ow why the change was made..
and who made it. Paquin contends the probationary period is used to
weed out minorities before they can become entren.ched in the
program.
When Assistant Dean of Special Programs Martin Bradshaw was
contacted to answer these charges he said he had been "ordered" not
to give out any information.
Mountain Club meeting Tues., April 27,
p.m •• rm. 129, SUB.

New Mexican Dishes
Served with Sopaipillas ·

Lunch Special
1\

,..

.4310 Central

Blue Key Honorary i:~~ $l'lt•l'ting nwm ht•rs ror the
coming yt•:ar. ,Tunlors not tonliltted hv m<til, :tn·
tit•ijl.1ling st>r1ior status und having ::tl lt•a.~t 3.25
GPA's t•an npply itt lhl' Dl'int nf Stlldl•nts OfJil'(',
Dt•adlinc is 4~30 p.m., April30.
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academic freedom and tenure is in
the total interest of the university.
"AFTC tries to do its job conscientiously and holds thorough
hearings in tenure cases,"
Roebuck said.
In the past year the AFTC
became involved in the tenure
battle of Steve Mann in the College
of Education. Mann was denied
tenure by Travelstead for alleged .
violation ofthe University grading
policy. The AFTC supported
Mann's claim of tenure, but were
overruled in an appeal to the

freedom for a faculty member.
However, as Roebuck and Goodman pointed out, there are faults in
any system which include the
possibility of bad performance by
an instructor once tenure has been
granted.
Thorson and Travelstead explained that the system of
academic due process does provide
avenues for rectifying even those
type of situations.

they can't get rid of you except for
a good reason,'' Goodman said.
Goodm11n said tenure also allows
the professor to do his or her
research and work at a pace
without pressure. He said that
"tenure is the key element in
protecting academic freedom.''

James Thorson, associate
professor of English and chairman
of the Faculty Policy Committee,
defined tenure as the granting of a
permanent right to a faculty
position and as ''a major means of
ensuring the freedom of the individual to conduct his teaching,
Regent~.
Roebuck said the Regents research, publication and exusually don't intervene in the .tram ural speaking without fear of
university mechanism but they did economic reprisals."
in the Mann case. Philosophy
"In effect, it gives the individual
professor Russell Goodman,
faculty
the security that
leaving his post as president of the he will member
not lose his position for
UNM chapter of the AAUP, gave asserting his academic freedom,''
several reasons for maintaining Thorson wrote in a paper conthe idea of tenure.
"When tenure is given, you can't cerning the AAUP and academic
freedom.
be fired except for incompetence
It would then appear that
or
moral turpitude.
The
academic
tenure is a financial and
weaknesses in tenure are well
of academic
and the
lies in that contract

•

.
Pte· Law Sode_ty meeting Tues .. April27, 7:30

p.m., UNM L:tw School, rm. 102. Sod(!ty is open Lo
nil students wilh 3.0 G1'A a tid senior cln!lsifit-aUon
by Fall 1976.
Teacher Evaluation is seeking new chairperson.

Should be here for training this summer. l'ositiori
Is paid. Apply at SLudenlGovt.suite 242,SUB.
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BASEBALL for a buck ....
BEER for two-bits!

25c BEER NIGHT
Friday, April 30 - Albq. Sports Stadium
Albuquerque Duke vs. Phoenix
,,
· GAME'.T1ME!?7:30P.M.·
TONIGHT ONLY - College Students $1.00 with I.D. Card

ALBUQUERQUE

DUI(ES

The Triple A
Farm Team of
The L.A. Dodgers

HANDS ACROSS
THE SEA
by 1 Noel Coward - Directed by Kirk S. 1;homas
A 1-act play from "Tonight at 8:30", first performed
in 1936. "Hands" is a light comedy about mistaken identity
and the antics of the British upper class.
Cast: Bobby Plagge as Lady Maureen Gilpin

Gary Le Winter as Com. Peter Gilpin
Michelle Britton as Hon. Glare Wedderburn
Tom.Hysom as Lt. Com. Corbett (Ally)
Michael Hopkins as Bogey Gosling
David Frank as Mr. Wadhurst
Cynthia Hendricks as Mrs. Wadhurst
Larry Steele as Mr. Burnham
Elizabeth Holguin as the Maid

AJ;IRIL 27
'

z

Thus far the question of
~
academic freedom and tenure has .;-1
been related in terms of faculty
and administrators, but what of <0
-'l
student rights?
In 1967, the AAUP became involved in that question and now
there arc several proposals before
the UNM faculty which center on
students in academic freedom,
tenure and due process.

Si,ltti·UP deadlin~ for Fiesta Booths is April 28.
Sil{n·Ufl in SUJllobby.

n a \'.'odd huf~etcd I.JY change, ctmsidcr ll!fmW/1~
the unchnngtng church key.
~
On a fateful dny in
Ocwher, 1919, Mac C.
Rosenfeld received Pme11t
#1,260, 321 for it. A gleami
symphony tif spring srccl, rhc
church k~y wns used hy three
gc11crations of thirsty collegiate
Oly drinkers. Not until the twist-top
was its Utility qtll'stioned, although I he
discriminating Oly drinker will always
keep one on hand for tav-Srubhies and
Oldtimc hordes.
The design of the church key has11't
changed becnusc it was nHtdc with skill,
ingenuity and simplicity. A great hccr
doesn't chnngc for many of the same
reasons. If it's done righr going in, you'll
hni'C an unchanging standard of qtwlity.
Some things newt· change. Olympin
never will.
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Pi I.nmhda Theta. Alpha Mu Chafll€!'1', to hold its
Sprinv; Initiation Wed •• April 28, 7;30 p.m ••
llootcn·Stahl Hospitality Room, 60(10 San .M:~t.M.

Dr. Jea.n·Philippe Rig3ud. director or·
-Prehistoric Antiquities fbr Aquitaine. to speak
\V('tl,, April 28, B p.m •• rm. 1701 Anthropology
Bldg. WiJJ discuss the .. Recent Disco-veries and
New PerspediVt!s on the Paleolithic of Southwest
France."
·

Now offers Complete

ICnntinut.~d fffJQl

IContin\l(ld from page lJ

N.E.

(another room of Pepino's on Central)

... Tenu_re Gives 'Job Security'
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Lobo
Review
·of
·Records

A,yers Rock, Travolto., Snafu & mcCo_y T,yner
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"John Travolta"
Midland International/
BKLl-1569
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Review By George Gesner
~
Hey
Barbarino, I hear they
;;,
...~ finally let you do an album. What
did you do, rnan? You drop out of
..; Kotter's class? I hear you got a
rl
good 'voice, but your music stinks.
~
bO What gives?
ro

z
P-.

I hear you start off with one of
Sedaka's songs; "I Don't Know
What I Like About You Baby." I
don't know what I like about this
song. You really belt it out on ''Big
Trouble" with all that brass, a real
rocker. I guess I could get used to
that one.
What's the idea of putting "It
Had To Be You" on the platter. I
thought they buried that song
years ago. That song could put me
to sleep faster than a hypodermic

--·

I
SUMMER RESIDEN'f
CAMP
POSI1'10NS AVAILABLE
:r

l'oHit.ion,S open for counHclorH at 2" sheH:
Cedar II ill, 1'c.xaH and PalcHlille, 'fexatl
·:: 11 rngram cm1•hasiH em! llnrlleh,ack riding,
Hwimmjng, !!ports oud gamclt, outdrmr l'!ll;iiiH.
·:: Openings aiHo for;

Unit l)~o.clcrfi', Program l)in~tor, Uuaine!i'!l
Manu.gcr, Waterfront Oircc:lor, Nurse,
JlorHcmanship Uirutorfl, nnd Tripping eo·
Ordinutor,
·: For more information nnd "pplicatlous
ContaJ:l!

needle." You sing that song tor your
mother? You got a real nice voice
on that Erie Carmen number.
"Never Gonna Fall In Love Again"
will break the girls' hearts, I'm
sure.·

I remember when the Rascals

Mighty
Film of the

'70's:

"PINK FLOYD"
·An Experience
·An Assault On
The Senses

were the Young Rascals. They did
a song called "Girl Like You" in
the old days. You guys put a disco
touch to it. Hey Barbarino you
better dig up some better material
or else dig your musical grave. I'm
. gonna rate you D minus.

"Trident"
McCoy Tyner
Milestone M-9068

SII 0 W'I'IM F.S'
011ily t·fi; 15,7 :•15& 9: 15
Mntinecs (Sot. & Su",J

*

Review by Keith F. Davis
McCoy
Tyner is a quiet giant
'l'HE CAM1 FIItE COUNCIL
the
of
a
man,
and
his music, with its
OF METROPOLI'l'AN
Childr~n·$1.00
all
l'lume:
265·4675
awesome
inner
strength and
DALLAS
spiritual serenity, is the
5•U5!\Inplc Av..,., Suiltl 308
UalluH, 'J'exns ·75235
documentation of his geniu'S. This
or cnll: 21•1·638·22·10
is a music of conviction, of love,
and of the energy of ·life. In
denying the artificial energy of
electricity, Tyner's music
celebrates the physical and
Absentee ballots for the
emotional power that is the
result of a man being at peace
Vice-Presidential Run-Off
with himself.
This truly is inspiring music by
and the Constitutional Amendments·
inspired men. The trident of
are now available
Tyner (on piano, harpsichord,
and
celeste), Ron Garter (bass),
through Wednesday, April 28th
and Elvin Jones (drums) form an
in the Student Government
awesomely talented, tightly
cohesive unit. While Ron Carter
. Offices, Room 242, SUB
spent most of the 1960's with the
·~:=;:~~~6&l~~~~~~~~~~~~@~@~~~~l£ memorable Miles Davis Quintet,
..:.;
Tyner and Jones were key members of the equally legendary
John Coltrane group. And, as in
Tyner's recent extraordinary
solo piano tribute to Coltrane
(Echoes of a Friend), the in·
fluence of Trane is felt here. "Irn1

1:45,.1:15&•1!·15

l)rict•n: Aduhs & S1udents
$1.50

Office of
Research and
Consumer Affairs
and the
Popular Entertainment
Committee

pressions," a Coltrane cornposition, is included on Trident,
but more importantly, it is the
emotional/religious intensity of
A Love Supreme that Tyner has
preserved, and which in turn
gives his work the fire of life.
Tyner loves music itself-he
collects and. studies everything
from African m'usic to
Debussy-and this is reflected in
the fascinating range of textures
and colors of Trident. It is an
amazing musical leap from the
repeated chors of Tyner's harpsichord on "Celestial Chant,"
through the latin·flavored "Once
I Loved" to Thelonious Monk's
"Ruby, My Dear," but Tyner
combines these various musical
ideas beautifully.
This musical intelligence
allows him to successfully usc the
exotic brittleness of the centuries-old European harpsichord
as a foil to the earthy richness of
his own piano. Tyner's piano
technique, honed to a point of
astonishing virtuosity, is an ab·
solutely unique blend of the
demonic physicality of Cecil
Taylor ~n.d the inventive lyricism
of Keith Jarrett. A most
revealing cut on Trident is
Monk's "Ruby, My Dear"; Tyner
substitutes his own measured intensity for Monk's ragged
craziness and the piece takes on a
whole new grandeur.
While Trident is challenging
and immensely rewarding, it is
also very accessible a1.1d
positively enjoyable. Surroun·
ded, as we all are, by the mire of
muzak·m';Jsh~ McCoy Tyner is a .

strong, confident, and supremely
intelligent voice of musical
sanity. ·-

*

-Sports

Cage Recruit Gathers
Splinters as All-Star ---

I'

It's easy to pick on umpires from behind a
typewriter. Guys who own gas stations put on blue
uniforms and go out to umpire baseball games and
they immediately become the object of hate for
fans, players, managers and sometimes even sportswriters.
But the UNM baseball team got the shaft in Tucson this weekend from a pair of umpires who were
intimidated by Jerry Kindall, Arizona manager,
and about 2200 screaming Wildcat fans.
First base umpire Dick Lord made a call
that would have been the third out of the inning,
but when Kindall protested the call, Lord asked
the home plate umpire for assistance. The plate
umpire, who was 90 feet away, reversed Lord's call
only because he was asked. It should have never
happened. The call was Lord's as lie was only five
feet from the base. The decision reversal cost the
Lobos a run. .
In the next game Lord simply made a mistake
that an umpire should not make. On a play at the
plate, Les Pearsey jumped over UNM catcher
John Konitzer. Lord thought Konitzer did not tag
Pearsey and that's okay because that is a
judgment call. But he called Pearsey safe before he
ever hit the ground which is simply bad umpiring.
It was obvious that Pearsey missed home plate
because he carne back to touch it when he got up
from the fall. After that call, which might have
been the third out of the inning, the Wildcats
·
scored five more runs.
Now whether those calls turned the game

I

*

Lobos Set
Records
In Iowa

AL DONATIONS ARE TAX-DEDUCTIBLE

THRIFT
CENTERS

FOR PICKUP OF DONATIONS PHONE 247-1859
Present

714 4th sw

BIG
BICENTENNIAL
BASH

It'll be so heavy you'll have
to keep boogiing till
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I 2316 CENTRAL SE I 3804 4th NW
Helping the poor and
needy. is ou~ only
business. And it's
your business too.
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For over 25 years, St. Vincent's de
Paul Thrift Centers have provided an
important alternative to high priced
clothing and living necessities. At the same
time; Albuquerque's poor and needy are
helped to a better way of life. Help us help
the poor.
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Review By George Gesner
What do . you get when you
combine the original Procol
Harum drummer, lead guitarist
for Juicy Lucy, bassist for Mark·
Almonq, a cabaret drummer, and
· one of the busiest keyboard rnen in
England? You get Snafu with
Bobby Harrison, Micky Moody
Colin Gibson, Terry Popple, and
Tirn Hinkley filling the .roles
respectively.
"Please Don't Keep Me Won·
dering" opens the album, a Gregg
Allman song featuring Harrison's
rough gravel voice. Hinkley and
Gibson supply the funk. Harrison's
voice changes to a clear and
resonant quality in "Bloodhound."
Moody does great guitar work on
this one and tends to take much of
the spotlight.
.
"Lock and Key" is the group's
single and includes a prominent
slide guitar throughout. "Deep
Water" is a fast paced funky jazz
piece where the rock vocals fit
quite well.
"Keep On Running" is a torrid
electric piano rocker. After
listening to Stevie Wonder's
original version through, this song
seems to be a letdown. The female
vocalists here don't compare with
Stevie's girls. This album isn't
totally funked up. Rate it C plus.

ST. VINCENT DEPAUL

.

Daily lobo

"AllFunked Up"
Snafu
Capitol/ST-'114 78
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By David Belling
Lobo Melvin Powers captured a
first-place and teammate Lionel
Ortega set two school records as
six Lobos ran in the 67th Drake
Invitational Relays over the
weekend in Des Moines, Iowa.
Powers won the 400-rneter intermediate hurdles in a career best
time of :50.56. He qualified for the
finals by winning a preliminary
heat in a time of :51.85. UNM
Coach Hugh Hackett said Powers
is "one of very few runners that
has won first at all three major
relays." Last year Powers won this
event in the Texas .Relays and the
Kansas Relays. Hackett said
Powers was dead last with only 110
yards left in the race before
coming on to win it.
Ortega set a new UNM record in
the six-mile run and th«J 10,000·
meter run on his way to ninth-place
in the lO,OOO·meter run. Ortega's
six-mile time of 28:37.0 qualified
him for the NCAA championships.
Ortega's 10,000-meter time of
29:34.4 was· about one minute
faster than he had ever run before,
Hackett said.
Lobo Jay Miller finished fifth in
the steeplechase with a time of
9:01.0,
New Mexico's two-mile relay
team of Jay Quade, Charles
Drarniga, Tom Snowdon and Miller
finished in seventh-place.
The nel(t meet for the Lobos will
be the Western Athletic Conference
Chapionships in Tempe, Ariz., on
May7-8.
·

around or not is merely conjecture, but there is no
doubt. that they affected the play of the Lobos.
How can you play with an attitude of, "No matter
what we do, this ump is going to get us." That's not
right either, but it happens to a young team like
the Lob(ls.
These umpires come from Tucson and it's pretty
hard to call one of the )]orne team player.s out if you
know you've got to face the people of the town the
next day. So, why doesn't the WAC fly umpires in
froiJI other places like they do for basketball and
football?
Again the answer from the athletic department
is the problem with all "minor" sports-lack of
money. With me, that doesn't cut it.
Including airplane, hotel and food bills, the cost·
would only be about $200 per umpire. The Lobos
play three home WAC series per Y.ear and the cost,
after all other miscellaneous expenses, doesn't
come out to more than $2,000 per year. When more
than $700,000 on football and more than $300,000
on basketball is spent, how can the athletic department give lack of money as an excuse for not flying
in umpires from cities such as Denver?
I think a cut here and there on some of the more
wasteful things the athletic department does could
result in enough savings to pay for umpires. Or
how about the Boosters Club channeling the
money into paying for umpires instead of paying
$175,000 for improvements to the football
stadium?

Oar jet
fares to
Boropeare
less than
anJOtber
sclieduled
airline's.
$360throug_h
Janel&, anct
roo can book
anJtime.

-----------~
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Airfares starting at J318.00
Academic Express
JOO South Bevetly Dr.. No.207
Beverly Hills. Co.lif. 90212
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Mind· Relaxation Through

Meditation
taught by Usharbudh Arya, D.Litt.
Discover the Nature of Self and Consciousness through Meditation
'

This intensive course will explore the philosophy of the Upanishads, the
Bhagavad-Gita, and other Hindu·Boddhist traditions. Practical applications of Yoga Psychology wi II be discussed in relation to emotions, dependency, conflict, and pain. Methods of deep relaxation and meditation,
altering emotional tone using respiratory rhythms, and changing body len·
guage through posture will be covered in depth.
Instruction will focus upon giving each participant a thorough understanding of the philosophy, psychology, and practice of meditation.

Study with a tme teacher of Meditation ...
Usharbudh Arya, D.Litt., S·anskrit scholar, philosopher,

and direct disciple in the 35 century tradition of meditation, is the founder and director of
the Meditation Center in Minneapolis, Minn. He was trained in the tech·
niques, philosophy, and psychology of meditation from early childhood ond
is on expert in Raja-Yoga, including all known systems of meditation.
Teachers and counseiors trained by Dr. Arya are applying yoga techniques
in chemical dependency treatment centers and hospitals, and several professional conferences have been sponsored by the Meditation Center, the
University of Minnesota, and the Minnesota Chemical Dependency Assn.
Dr. Arya is a disciple of the Venerable Swami Ramo of the Himalayas,
whose guidance directs his life and teachings.
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his playing time in the game, but
he said, "Coach <Hugh) Dickson
had his own judgment."
Dickson was the Duke City
mentor, and is also lhe coach at
Del Norte.
Williams said there were "so
many guys who are all just as
good" for Dickson to play.
Looking to next year the redhaired, slim, Eldorado product
said, "As soon as school's out I can
legally start working out with
weights.'' He said UNM's weighttraining coach Pete Martinelli will
put hirn on a program this summer.
Williams said Lobo Coach Norm
Ellenerger calls him "a late
bloomer."

Summer Intensive School June 23-July 18 38hrs.

If you are under 25, our
youth fare is made for
you. $360 round-trip
New York-luxembourg.
through June 15; $410
June 16 through
September 15. !=rom
Chicago, $401 through
June 15; $451 from
June 16 through
September 15. Direct
flights from New York
and Chicago to
Luxembourg in the
heart of Europe. Fares
subject to government
approval. See your
travel agent. write
or call:
Icelandic Airlines,
630 Fifth AVe., N.Y.,
N.Y. 10020.
800-555-1212
. . . . . . . . . . . .?

6.
llt~IIIUftllt

By Harold Smith .
Only one future Lobo basketbailer played in Saturday night's
Albuquerque-Denver prep all-star
game in Johnson gyrn. He only
scored six points, he played only
occasionally and he was a member
of the losing team.
Jim Williams, the UNM signee,
hit three of the four shots he took in
the third annual contest. For the
most part, he watched from the
bench his Albuquerque teammates
like Manzanoan Alan Zahn and
Highland's Dan McReynolds,
succumb to the height of Denver's
front line and the super quickness
of the Colorado guards.
Denver jumped to a 24-4 advantage early in the cage
massacre, and held on in the
second half behind the sharp
shooting of Dave DeCiouet. The
Mile High City representatives
edged ahead in the intercity
rivalry, 2-1, with the 117-93
shellacking.
Williams was not pleased with

I

For more information ott this unique course call:
SCHOOL OF MEDITATION, 266-4800
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EXPERIENCED TYPIST Reasoriablu rtes. 292·
1285. 4/29
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hnvo mnny happy Urnes (ogcther, Your fnvQritc

!"!c~s!;hl~~!~rlll_l~~!~~n.!:~~P.~~-~~--4!~1_ " . "
Fl'JMA.J,f~ WRITER W i\N'l'S to houscsit hous1J, ·
nftartmcnl. between sprlng·summor semesters or
longer. Responsible. Su~nn 255·1729. 4/29

alcV<-!LE!~A:cEsls~nd;y,"M~Y2.sr;~~~~e~l"br
Police Athlellc J..cngue and KMYR rndio, USCF
clnsses plus women's alld men's Novice .rnces.
Pri1.es, Register bchhfd Zimmermnn Library nl.
12:30 pm. More information; 766-7669, 4/30
-·~.-·--·--~-

PEPINO'S on Centrnl and the Gondoln J,~unge
now offerin'g New Mexican food, Luncheon
specials daily. 4310 C'mtrnl.SE. 4/30
I>uul Frnnke, ph.wsc Jlick up your brns al. Hhlldus
I.ingurio_Dept. 4/27
EVERY VOT~R COUNTS Elecl. Dorol.hy Dnvid·
son Vice President, 4/27

_.,.

-

-

.-

STUDYING, STUDYING, STUDYING
but
flunking, flunking, flunking'/ Cull AGORA 277·
3013. 4/30
VOTE: AND l'I,EASg SUilJiort Poetry,

4/28

BELLY DANCING CLASSES $4 weekly at The
Blue llnreem, 255·1967. 4/30
WAN'nJD TO HENT:-;;2:1,,ll_l_r_m-ch~.o_u_s_e_•-or-ap-a-rt:
mcnt for visiting ArnSt Proffrt'm 6/4·7/4, 2 kids,
excellent references; will pny up to $300. Call 277·
3929or 277-6356. ·J/30 - ---_- - -"'!<=<-=-<...------_ , _
. KEGS-OKIE'S will meet all keg prices. Specittl
discounts on 3 or more kegs. Free 50 10 oz cups

~~h each keg. 41_3~0~~. --.. ··--~--~-~--~- •

2.

LOST & FOUND

ce7.

'FouNb7M'MEnA i,;·c-;;;;;;,·~si~~pj,~g
tor. Describe and dnim aftl.'r 6:30·frunk 294·
2317. 4/3()

F<>uN"o~=:iosEi;rA~-s1grirlirnD·y~-~~u;;r~;;:
slty 10 ran be )ticked up at pooi·Lifcguard

4.

FOR RENT
-on·M;;.

includes

utilities.

898·

runNis'ir£n-2:;;;;;~~;-~~~ap1;;;,-;;t,";;-icc yard;
Mny 24·Aug 1. Convenient location. $110/mo. plus
utilities, 268·0453. 4/30
FURNISIIEP APT ~nc bedroom $1ii5.""curne to
!~2 Pri_ncoton SE Apt 1\.;tfter 3:00pm. 4/30
NEED HOOMMA'fE Have :tpartmcnt. Jim 255·
7796 before 2 pm ufter 7 pill. $72,50 mo. 4/29
CITY'S BES'r one bedroom furnished apartments
for only $170,. bills paid. Spaciuus, nicely fur·
nlshcd, carpets, dishwasher, disposers,
refrigerated nir, two swimming pools. 208·9
Columbia SE. One block to UNM. Compare, 255·
2685, 4/30
ROOMMATE FOR TWO bedroom apartment. $65
complete. 265·1070. 4/28
IIOUSEMA'fE WAN'fED. Share large 3-bdrm,
near UNM, 842·1826. 4/28
VAitSI'l'Y HOUSE, 141 Columbia SE, Deluxe 1-br
furnished npt. '!'will or double. $165 includes
~iii ties. Adults only, no pots. 268-0525. 4/30

5.

FORSALE

CAMEHAS, LENS, ACCESSORIES Kodak rilm
chcmicnl at student discount. 100 sheet box Poly·
contrasl. HC. $20.25. 'trades and buy. Wilson
Caml•ras, Gunrunner,•. 3107 Central NE. 4/30
.,..,., _ _ _ _ _ _ _
==._~~__..

.r.-~,------·-·._........_--=-=·~---

DODO~)

VAN. ideal .for camping, PS, PO,
rww tires, tinted windows, AM·fo'M, $2700. 266·
285!! arter 5 & weekends. 4/30
1972

room. 4/30
fOCUND: l.ADIES-;\V;t~h-n~·a; Ca~lisic ·a;.~;;;
Doscribu & claim 256·9387. M30

"LASEH

FOUND-;=IUNG~·~,nd lndi~F~~~~t~. ld~~tlfv

1972 VOLVO 142·El, AM/FM. air, 4-speud, 268·
4813. 4/30

&

claim University pool l.ift•gunrd room. •l/30 •
i:os1'7.wii1TE.-im··;~;~;-shcptll;;;kY-;~;;J~
dog. Scar around left eye, Reward. 268-9280, 256·
0920. 4/30

3.

1700.

=·--~-·-~

TUllE, 1.5mw HcNc $50, Cnll 831·
4/30.

VlVlTMl ZOOM !,ENS, 85-205 Minolta mount,
excellent condition $130, 277-3328, 242·
43·16. 4/29
1!170 VW ~'AS'fllACK, 1968 VW !lug. Private par·
ty. 293·4280. 4/30

·--·

SERVICES

-·-,~·~·-·

VACA'l"';lONING'! Will care for your plnnt;..in my
home or yours. R~Jiabl~. ExpetiPnc~d. 898·1!!50
~cni~gs. ~3~~[,SAT REVIEW COURSE now forming Cor the
July (,SAT. For brochure and addition in·
formation, c3ll l'rofesslonal Edut'ntors of New
Mexico, Inc. 842·5200, ·1/30

·...,..---·=-----

I'UOFESSIONAL TYl'JST 10M selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy wlLh reasonable rates. 298·
71-17. 4/30
TYPIST: fast, accurate, knowledgable, ex•
perle need. Alllypes work. Complete home set·up.
IBM selectric, Jill268·3640, 268·8282. 4/30

~~,-----~~--

IIIGII Al,TITUDE WILSON Tennis balls at $2.59
n can, nt The lllke Shop, 8ol2·9100, 4/27
s\VAG CANDLE IlOLDEHS (or s~lc ~n m:t1T.
Production 70, Industrial Education. 4/30
HONDA Cl,-175 $350, mornings/late evenings
255·9341. 4/30
AMERICAN/lNTfo)(tNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
pass sold.:.Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
NE, .J/30

UNM. Who's Whos arc invited to a tea a~
Presidenl. Davis'· house on April 30. 4 p.m. HSVP
to Ruth, 277-5.528,
NMPIRG looking for ~;rad and umtl!rgrad
students with scil'nce hnckground to work on
walpr quali~y projert this summer. Cn•dil can he
nrrangt•d. Call Chris Perry, 277"2738.

Send A.S.JJ.N.M.
A Message
Your Message

-=-__........,_-,,-.-·-···~·-·••~
.. - -

to UNM, $120/mo,
9347. 4/29

A few pqsitions are still open for Tcachur
Evnluation. A,pply at the SUO Rm. 242.

CASH t'OR FOOD used stllreo, recorders,
typewriters, guns, cnmeras, enlargers, photo
items, portable TVs. Gunrunner, 3107 Ccnl.ral
SE. 4/30
BANJO KITS. Write for free catalog, Stewart·
Mnd)onald Mfg., Rox. 900BR Athens, Ohio
41?701. 7/29
NEED MODELS fo~ new short hair cuts. Inquire
nt Tijer11~ Huir Compuny, 5208 A Constitution
NE. 4/30

-.~

~

MISCELLANEOUS

PEPINO'S on Central and the Gondola Lounge
now offering New Mexicnn food. (,uncheon
specials daily, 4310 Central SE. 4/30

~~.--~-·

Marron Jlall room 131 or by mail jf,l;
Classified Advertl"lng, UNM Box ZO,
Albuquerque,N.M. &7131

C'd

8.

• FOR SAI,E: .1975 1/2. ton 4x4 Che~y. Olack
w/burgund)' interior. $12()0 down, and nssume
payments or will talk some other deal. Call 242·
FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
OOOKSHOP
and.
6HI7 or see at 316 Spruce SE. 4/30
Photography Gallery is 1/2 block from .Johnson
9..?'.!~-~!!_gornell. Spe~al order service. tfn
SEARS 8-trnc.k with .AM·FM stereo/speakers,
$75, Paul 299-5500. 4/30
EOI'l'ING, Dissertations, theses, 898·3015. 4/aO
DOWNSLEEPING OA,_G_w~
.. -it-h~co-l~la-r-fo-r-pe-r-so-n
PJ\SSPOR'l', IPENTIFHiNr!ON PII'O'l'OS
undf).r 5'. Excellent condition. $50, 247·8626. 4/30
Lowc~>t prices in t.ownl Fast, pleasing. Ncnr UNM.
9
Cull 265·2444 or come to 1717 Gir.ard 8lvd.
1968 VW BUG, good condition, radio, best offer,
NE. tfn
877-6226. 4/30
~·-~··.~-------~
r'OR ~}DITOniAL ASSISTANCE with your
SMI'rii-CORONA
ELECTRlC
portable
dis~ertlll.ion, spc!!ch, or presentation, call Harvey
typewriter, old but good, also used It:!lian hiking
Frnucnglass, Professional Communication Ser·
boots,size7men tO women. Call344·4353. 4/30
..
Vlf'fJ, 344-8344. 4/:!0
FOR CHEATIVE HANDMADE clothing & crafts,
Hand SUtch Co·op, 2000 Central SE:, 247·4tl98, 10·
6 Mon.-Sa~. New memhcrs welcome. 10% of£ sule
4/26·4/30. 4/30
c6RitAI,ES- AD.OBB on2~;;;;,: 2'iircpl;c~;,
l~am~-~~ilings, 4-bedr.~!~~·9347 ... 4/29·--~
ri~'M~r:E
,,in·~;;~t~"i~· ;,;;-;;-iloll~~
1968 GTO, 400 cu.in., autom~tic. good condition,
1/2 blol'l~ UNM, 262·0200. 4/30
will bargain. Sue 266"8809 after 6. 4/30
ruriN-iSH!~D-APAirrMFiN;i; Wnlking--;,I;t;·~~

CUSTOM WI'JDDlNG .RINGS by Charlie Romero,
2945 Wyoming NE. 293·6901. 4/30

Jlates: 15 cent• per wor<! per day, one dollar
minimum, A<lvllrtiNements run live pr more
conn!!cutlve days with no changes, nin!l cen·
'" por word per day lno refunds U cancelled
b~.for~ (lve lnsertion"l· Classified ad·
vertl"ements must b" paid in advance,

·<tl

ELECTRIC GillSON OASS Guitar, good con·
dition. Call265.-5495. $250. 4/30

1971 VW VAN CAMPER, radio., .radials, rebuilt
engine, pop·\lp top, $1995. 345·7043 after
five. 4/27
•
GUILD ELECTRIC GUITAR, Starfire III, hollow
body, excellent condition, ha~d case, $250·offer,
242·4235. 4/28

.DOROTHY DAVIDSON
Independent for VICE PRESIDENT
Vote Wednesday, April 28 ·

--------------------COLOR 'fV Oig screen,
name brand, take over pa•

yments $7 per mo. Sa von, 3105 Central NE, 256·
3505. 4/27
NIKON F, phol.omic excellent condition $225.
Nikkor 200mm lens w/case $200. 877·0970 or 277·
2715. 4/29

Paid for by Valerie Gonzales, Treas.

S'fE~EO,

CLOSEOUl' Reel to reels, 8-track,
recorders, players, components, CJJs, While they
last 40 to 50 percent off, Sa von, 3105 Central NE.
262·0637. 4/27

* **
*

SINGEH MACIIINE not claimed,l.eft in layaway,
CIJUippcd to zig zag, Pay $28 and take machine,
S;tvon, 3105 Central NE, 262-0637. 4/27
1972 MG. MIDGE'f $1750. Exccllcnl. condition,
34•1·8100. 4/27
BICYCI,E SPRING TUNE·UI' Spechil $6, R.C.
Hallett's, 8•13·9378. tfn

THE

PRO·I'HOTO EQUIPMEN'l'-sUII and movie like
new, 831·9615. 4/27
mCYCLE-SAf,E; Save up to $5Q on the-·fi~~st
European Bicycles. R.C. Hallett's, 2\22 Coal 1'1.
S.E, 843·9378. tfn

.6.

EMPLOYMENT

Pitts Special (}nest Star:

NEED IMMEDIATEI,Y: Tutor for Tai Chi
Chunn. Call 277·4072after 11 pm. ol/28

Pablo Cruise

COUNSELORS, A & C, nature & camp er:Jft
specialist, 6 wk K:ti.tana JCC Day camp In Man·
znn()s, July 6-Aug 13. Contact JCC daytime 266·
5641, Beth Ilosenstein 265·89·11, Hob Etigson 255·
3644 evenings. 41_:9
FUf,{, on I' ART TIME help, either se;, Elcctr;
Flyer liang Gliders, 344·3444. 4/29

May 4th at 8:0f)P· Jl·
UNitl A••e••a

FOH FULL Olt PAR'l'TIME warehouse or s;l~s.
Apply 10am-5pm Monday·Fridny, La Belle's
Distributing, 4920 .Mcnnul Blvd. N E. 4.127

Hcscrvcd Scat Tickets
A. Yailablc A.t:

WANTED BABYSITTER, my home, various
hours during summer. 242·3594. 4/27

"'"----Graduate students only. Must
-

PART TIME JOB
be over 21 years old. Need two parl time em·
ployees for day work. Also hav4! positions for
Friday & Saturday nights. ApJtly in person only,
no phone calls please. Save Way Llttuor Store,
5704 Lomas N E. 4/30

1975 750 KAWASAKI, excellent, will trade, sell.
2717 ,Jefferson NEevenlngs. 4/29

7.

TRAVEL

EXCEI,LENT M1NOI,TA SRT 100 35mm, $140,
after 5Jim 299·3858. 4/30

Jo'J,Y TO HAWAII on Continental's DC·lO for $189
round trip. Intcrcontinelitnl Travel Service, 107
Girard Blvd. SE, Suite·L, 255·6830. 4/27

.

* * ·* * * * * * '*
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Da~ly~obo

New Mexico

Please place the following classified advprtisement in the New iv1ei<ico
Daily Lobo
. .:. time(s) beginning
.. , und~r th? heading
(circle ·one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; ~.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Wan_t Ads say it
in .a Big Way!!

Classified ~dvertislng Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minim urn charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron HaJI, RQom 132
MaHTo
· UNM Box 20, University of New M~xico
Albuquerque; New Mexico 87131

Enclosed$---·~--- Placed by-~- ..... _.-··~-~ Telephone
'
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